Antares-Data-Organizer 2.0.0

Known issues regarding CHESTS

The correct handling of chests by the Data organizer is currently subject to the following restrictions:

- The name of the chest must be unique within the chest’s parent folder
- The chest should not include Antares archives or Antares packs

PLEASE NOTE THAT NO WARNING IS EMITTED BY THE APPLICATION IF THESE RESTRICTIONS ARE VIOLATED

Violation of the restrictions mentioned above has the following consequences:

- Compression of a chest whose name is not unique: the pack will include a copy of the «siblings» of the chest (the pack IS NOT an exact substitute to the original folder)
- Compression of the chest including archives and/or packs: the pack will not include a copy of the (already) compressed objects (the pack IS NOT an exact substitute to the original folder)

To get around the restrictions mentioned above, the following measures can be taken:

- Name unicity commitment: a time-stamp can be added to the name of the folder before declaring it as a chest
- Presence of archives or packs: these Antares objects can be moved within standard 7-zip archives before declaring the folder as a chest